Debian Support - Issue #8684
Add support for automatic publishing and distributing
05/03/2021 04:51 PM - quba42

Status:

POST

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

quba42

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Groomed:

No

Version - Debian:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Platform Release:

Tags:

Target Release Debian:

Sprint:

OS:

Quarter:

Category:
Sprint/Milestone:

Wishlist

Severity:

2. Medium

Triaged:

No

Description
Related issues:
Related to Debian Support - Issue #7390: As a user i want to upload package t...

NEW

Has duplicate Debian Support - Issue #5381: auto-distribution of repositories...

CLOSED - DUPLICATE

Follows Debian Support - Task #8682: Migrate to new Distribution model for pu...

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

History
#1 - 05/03/2021 04:51 PM - quba42
- Follows Task #8682: Migrate to new Distribution model for pulpcore 3.13 compatibility added
#2 - 05/04/2021 12:52 PM - pulpbot
- Status changed from NEW to POST
PR: https://github.com/pulp/pulp_deb/pull/274
#3 - 05/10/2021 02:54 PM - quba42
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 2.12.0 to Wishlist
#4 - 05/31/2021 04:54 PM - quba42
- Related to Issue #5381: auto-distribution of repositories not supported added
#5 - 05/31/2021 04:54 PM - quba42
- Related to Issue #7390: As a user i want to upload package to a repository and have it available immediately in distribution (skip publication step)
added
#6 - 07/28/2021 10:45 AM - quba42
- Priority changed from High to Normal
#7 - 08/10/2021 12:45 AM - hostedpower
This would be a great feature to have! :)
#8 - 08/10/2021 08:12 AM - quba42
- Related to deleted (Issue #5381: auto-distribution of repositories not supported)
#9 - 08/10/2021 08:12 AM - quba42
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- Has duplicate Issue #5381: auto-distribution of repositories not supported added
#10 - 08/10/2021 08:25 AM - quba42
hostedpower wrote:
This would be a great feature to have! :)
Unfortunately it is currently blocked by an unsolved design question: Namely how to reliably decide for each distribution whether to associate it with a
new APT or verbatim publication, and whether any APT publications should use structured and/or simple mode.
This feature is also not of very high priority to the plugin maintainers, so if you do want to help move it along, it would be helpful, if you could drive the
design discussion. Perhaps you could say how exactly you would like this feature to work. (In what order are you creating repos, repo versions,
publications, and distributions? Are your publications using APT and/or verbatim publisher and what modes is the APT publisher using?
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